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Abstract—The perceived simplicity of inter-
process cooperation is strongly influenced by
the type of name space in which the processes
involved execute. If multiple processes share a
common name space, they are more likely to
cooperate effectively than if each operates in a
distinct name space. This paper argues that,
especially where specialized resources, such as
a supercomputer, are involved, per-process
name spaces are the optimum way to provide
common name spaces across arbitrary domain
boundaries. This paper also argues that such
name spaces are best implemented in user
mode. The user-mode per-process name spaces
supported by the AP1000 File System are then
described, as are some of the file system types
supported on the AP1000. The performance
implications of the user-mode implementation
are also examined.

I. INTRODUCTION

Specialised resources, such as supercomputers,
are often used by individuals from a variety of in-
stitutions (or departments of institutions), who are
connected to the resource(s) via one or more high
performance networks. For maximum productivi-
ty, each user of the resource should be able to view
it as a simple extension of their own local environ-
ment, not just as a big computing resource at the
other end of a narrow network connection.

Essential to maintaining this illusion is a distri-
buted file system model that provides transparent
access from a user’s local environment to files
stored on the remote resource, and in reverse from
the resource’s environment to the user’s local file
store. The name space in which a process executes
is the key component in maintaining this illusion.

If the name spaces in which two processes execute
are identical, that is, if any file accessible to either
process is also accessible to the other using the
same name, then other issues in distributed file
systems, such as performance, are more quantita-
tive differences rather than qualitative ones, and
do not so easily destroy the illusion.

Commercial distributed file systems do not allow
this illusion, except for those researchers whose
local environment just happens to be the same as
that of the resource. Some research file systems
may allow this illusion, but they appear not to
have been used in a super-computer environment.
The construction and optimisation of this type of
transparent file system environment is one goal of
the Acacia File System Project [12, 13] for the
AP1000 multi-computer [1].

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The
following section compares the advantages and
disadvantages of conventional (per-host) name
spaces, global name spaces, and per-process name
spaces. Section III describes name spaces in the
AP1000 File System and section IV discusses the
model’s impact on file system performance.

II . NAME SPACE ARCHITECTURES

Name space architectures are conveniently classi-
fied as conventional (per-host) name spaces or as
either global or per-process name spaces, the latter
two approaches attempting to solve the problems
of per-host name spaces in completely opposite
ways.

The following three sections describe each type of
name space and its particular advantages and dis-
advantages. They refer to figure 1, which shows
several groups of users connected via high speed
networks to a central supercomputer. The user
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Figure 1. A networked supercomputer.

S U P E R C O M P U T E R

User Domain 1

User Domain 2

User Domain 3

groups may come from different geographical or
organisational areas.

A. PER-HOST NAME SPACES

In a conventional or per-host name space, the
name space of a process is determined by the host
on which it is executing. An example is the Solaris
operating system from Sunsoft. In Solaris, the
system administrator chooses which file systems
(either local or remote) will be mounted on a par-
ticular machine. For example, the file system on
disk sd3d may be mounted under the name /usr.
Nearly all commercial operating systems have
this type of name space architecture.

This architecture causes obvious problems for
two (or more) processes executing on different
hosts. They can not exchange file names with any
guarantee that the name is even meaningful to
both processes, or that, if it is meaningful to both,
it actually refers to the same object.

In any networked environment, therefore, system
administrators expend considerable effort trying
to ensure that, as far as is practicable, all machines
within the institution (or department) have the
same name space. Thus, referring to figure 1, all

machines in User Domain 1, for example, would
have (more or less) the same name space. This
does not solve the problem, but merely alleviates
it for the common case.

Where many separate institutions must access a
common resource, such as a supercomputer, this
approach is impractical. In figure 1, it requires the
supercomputer plus all machines in all domains to
have the same name space. Even if political and
security concerns allowed institutions to cross
mount each others file systems, the technical com-
plexity of manually maintaining a single name
space across multiple institutions is exorbitant.
Automation is therefore the obvious way to make
a large scale common name space, the result being
a global name space.

B. GLOBAL NAME SPACES

In a global name space, each file name is globally
unique. This can easily be achieved; for example,
by incorporating the name of the host computer on
which the file is stored into its file name.

This simple approach has many disadvantages.
One problem is that moving a file system from one
machine to another (say when upgrading) will
change the names of all files in that file system. It
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is accepted that such problems must be avoided
for a system to scale effectively.

Another problem is that a process must always
specify long path names to identify a particular
file, since file names must include the node of the
machine on which they reside. Users require the
ability to customise their personal name space;
that is to introduce short names for frequently
used files.

The Andrew file system [2] solves these problems
by grouping related machines into cells. In fig-
ure 1, for example, all machines is user domain
one would belong to one cell, and those machines
in user domain two would belong to another.

File names are made globally unique by including
the name of the cell, not a particular host, into the
file name. Thus, files are renamed only if they
move between cells. Shorter names for local files
are allowed by making a process’s root directory
that of the local cell (and thus requiring a lookup
step to access the global name space).

These approaches are not suitable for the environ-
ment depicted in figure 1. The supercomputer and
its files cannot belong to one user domain at the
expense of the others, without compromising the
equality of all three user groups. Thus, for no user
is the name space on the supercomputer the same
as their local name space.

C. PER-PROCESS NAME SPACES

The third type of name space architecture does not
attempt to maintain a single global name space.
Instead it divorces a process’s name space from
the machine on which it is executing. That is, two
processes executing on the same machine may
have different name spaces, while two processes
on two different machines may have the same
name space.

This type of name space architecture was first de-
scribed for Plan 9 from Bell Labs [4, 5].

With this name space architecture, all processes
owned by a particular user may have the same
name space, even if some of those processes are
running on machines in user domain 1, some on
machines in user domain 2, and some on the
supercomputer.

III . NAME SPACES IN THE AP1000 FILE SYSTEM

In the AP1000 File System, each process has its
own name space, which is maintained by a user
mode library.

When a process begins execution, its name space
consists of a single directory, called “/”, which
contains no other files or directories. The process,
if it wants, can then declare additional file system
types and add specific file systems into its name
space.

The AP1000 system provides a standard function
for initialising a name space:

init_namespace ( mode)

The parameter is a file system access mode [14],
which indicates whether just this process or all
processes in a process group are initialising their
name spaces. The latter mode allows process
groups to maintain efficiently a common name
space.

The init_namespace()  procedure predeclares
some commonly used file system types such as
the socket and Acacia/Banksia file systems. It
then searches the process’s environment for a de-
scription of the name space to establish.

If a process wants to establish or modify its name
space in another way, a lower level interface must
be used. The process must first declare the desired
file system types to the name space library, and
then mount the specific file systems required into
its name space.

A. FILE SYSTEM TYPES

A file system type consists of a globally unique
name and a set of procedures for manipulating an
open file of that type. This set of procedures is si-
milar to the file system switch or device switch
used inside some operating systems, but in the
AP1000 File System this switch is implemented
in user mode.

File systems are declared by informing the name
space library of a procedure for converting a file
description, or file handle, into an open file des-
criptor of that type. For example, an Acacia file is
identified by a software capability, which can be
opened by parsing the printed form of that capa-
bility and storing it in an opened file descriptor.
The open file descriptor also contains a pointer to
a table of other file system specific procedures,
such as how to read data from the file.

THE GLUE FILE SYSTEM

The glue file system is probably the simplest file
system type. Each instance consists of a single,
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empty, unchangeable directory whose identifying
handle is a globally unique string. (An alternative
but equivalent view is that of a single file system
containing an infinite set of unconnected direc-
tories.)

The intended purpose of this file system is to act
as an anchor on which to mount other objects. The
root directory of a process, “/”, is in fact the glue
file system identified by the empty string.

Other glue directories can be used to provide
mount points for other objects. For instance, the
process may want to mount the home directories
of multiple users in a directory called “/others”,
such as “/others/fred”, “/others/mary” and so on.
To do so, the directory “/others” must exist, so an
unused (by this process) glue directory is added to
the name space as “/others” and the other direc-
tories are mounted onto it. It is convenient (but not
mandatory) to choose the glue directory “/others”,
as this convention will reduce the risk of name
clashes involving library routines.

The glue file system is a user-mode library and is
always included in a process, as the root directory
“/” is always required.

THE APTRACE FILE SYSTEM

For AP1000 applications, the aptrace file system
supplies two output streams that may, at the user’s
option, be written to an output window or trace
file.

An AP1000 application is started with these
streams open on file descriptors 1 and 2 (stdout
and stderr), but not mounted into the name space.
They can be mounted into the name space if de-
sired.

The aptrace file system, therefore, is also always
included in an AP1000 application.

THE SPECIAL FILE SYSTEM

The special file system supplies a read-only direc-
tory containing pseudo files of general utility.
Two examples are the empty file (“/spec/null”),
and the file containing an infinite sequence of
zeros (“/spec/zero”).

The special file system is implemented as a user-
mode library, is included by the init_namespace()
library function, and is usually mounted as
“/spec”.

THE SOCKET FILE SYSTEM

The socket file system enables AP1000 processes
to communicate via the socket abstraction to other
cells in the AP1000 or to processes elsewhere in
the internet.

It is implemented as a user-mode library that com-
municates with a separate network task running
on selected AP1000 cells.

THE ACACIA/BANKSIA FILE SYSTEMS

The Acacia and Banksia file systems [12, 13] im-
plement a distributed parallel file system for the
AP1000. The Acacia file system implements file
system access (via the Acacia protocol) while the
Banksia file system implements directory access
(via the Banksia protocol).

These file systems are implemented as user-mode
libraries that communicate with cache tasks [15]
running on the AP1000 cells. These in turn com-
municate either with file system tasks running on
those cells with optional disks or with file system
processes running externally to the AP1000.

On the AP1000, both of these file systems are in-
cluded by the init_namespace()  procedure.

THE DISTRIBUTED MEMORY FILE SYSTEM

The distributed memory file system enables a
group of AP1000 cells to construct a distributed
file from data stored in the memory of each cell.
These files are have no persistent representation
and disappear when closed. They are created by
every AP1000 cell concurrently specifying its
contribution:

dmem_create (int length,
             char *data)

Cells can then use the returned file descriptor to
access transparently either local or remote mem-
ory. On the AP1000, data must be allocated by
malloc() and cannot be freed until the shared file
descriptor is closed.

The function dmem_create() is the only way in
which distributed memory files can be created,
and file handles for these files are only valid until
the file is closed.

The distributed memory file system is implem-
ented as a user-mode library that communicates,
where required, with remote tasks on other cells
to access the data stored there.

The distributed memory file system currently
does not automatically ensure the consistency of
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cached copies of remote data, although the user
can explicitly flush the cache or disable caching.
This file system could be further developed to
support consistency guarantees (either strong or
weak) based on algorithms for distributed shared
memory [16]. The file system abstraction of this
model is potentially more efficient than the mem-
ory mapped (transparent) implementation, since
the potentially expensive access to the shared
memory must be explicit.

B. MOUNTING FILE SYSTEMS

A directory or file can be mounted onto any part
of the name space. The directory or file to be
mounted is specified either as an open file descrip-
tor:

mount_fd (char *path, int fd)

or as a file system specific file handle:

mount_handle (char *path,
              char *fstype,
              char *handle,
              char *options)

In the latter case, a file system specific function is
called to locate the object specified by the given
handle.

In both cases, path refers to the name space lo-
cation in which to mount the file. The path must
have a trailing component (that is, path cannot be
empty or end in a slash), and all prior elements
leading to that component must already exist and
be directories.

Once mounted, all references to that path will now
refer to the mounted object (hiding any previous
binding of that name) and listings of the enclosing
directory will include the mounted object. Exist-
ing references (such as open file descriptors) to
now hidden objects remain valid.

IV . PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS

This section discusses the performance of the
name space library, and the performance implica-
tions for file systems of the library’s user-mode
implementation. It does not discuss the perform-
ance of the individual file systems themselves.

Conventional name spaces and file systems are
usually implemented in the (monolithic) kernel.
In some micro-kernels (mach, amoeba [17]) some
file systems have been implemented in user mode.
There is substantial concern about the perform-
ance of such implementations, however, and

Welch, for example, has argued strongly that the
file system belongs in the kernel [7].

Supporting the name space in user mode does not
preclude implementation of some file systems in
the kernel. Specifically, if desired, both local disk
and distributed file systems can still be implem-
ented in the kernel. The difference is that the ker-
nel must export file system specific functions
(such as reading from a disk file) instead of more
generic functions (such as reading from a file).
That is, the file system switch is implemented in
user mode, and the kernel exports the entries to be
entered into that switch.

File operations, such as reading, pass through a
file system switch in both implementations, and
this is no less efficient in user mode.

Directory operations, such as opening a file, may
be a little more expensive, since they could require
switching between user mode and the kernel once
per path name component (assuming all elements
of the path are implemented in the kernel) instead
of just once. However, this is a function of the sim-
ple directory operation interface provided, which
resolves one path name component at a time. This
effect could be substantially reduced by an inter-
face that could potentially resolve multiple path
name components at a time.

For file systems that must communicate with re-
mote machines (to either the kernel or a user mode
process), user-mode name spaces need be no less
efficient than kernel implementations, and for
machines, such as the AP1000, which allow com-
munication directly from user mode, it can avoid
context changes altogether and be substantially
more efficient.

For file systems implemented inside the process
itself (such as the glue and special file systems),
a user-mode name space can be more efficient
than a kernel implementation, since no context
switches at all are now required. Indeed, it is effi-
cient enough for data structures within the process
itself to be exported into the file system, as in the
distributed memory file system.

The per-process name space must be initialised
for each new process, instead of just once during
system initialisation. The overhead involved de-
pends of the types of file systems involved and the
time they require to convert file handles into ob-
ject descriptors. For some file systems, such as the
glue and special file systems, the requirements are
trivial. For the Acacia/Banksia file systems, a
capability string must be parsed into binary form,
which is comparatively trivial. Other file systems
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might have to make a system call or communicate
with a remote process, which would add substan-
tially to process initialisation time.

Nevertheless, the increased flexibility of per-pro-
cess name spaces is sufficient to justify this small
amount of additional overhead.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the user-mode per-pro-
cess name spaces supported by the AP1000 File
System. Per-process name spaces allow processes
running both on the AP1000 and remotely to share
a common name space. The user-mode imple-
mentation of the name space allows the efficient
implementation of both conventional file systems
and user-mode pseudo file systems.

The single, user-mode name space could be easily
extended to implement the idea of name space
closure propounded by the Virtual System Model
and the Prospero File System [18]. Instead of a
single name space per process, there would be a
name space per object.

More pseudo file system types, for example the
window [6], process [10], and processor [11] file
systems can also be implemented. The name
space library permits users to define their own file
system types.

For parallel environments, the distributed mem-
ory pseudo file system could be extended to sup-
port a communications model similar to the Linda
model [3]. Linda adds a small set of primitives for
manipulating a tuple store to an existing language
to enable interprocess communication. A pseudo
file system designed for inter-process communi-
cation would be, like Linda, a small language-
independent extension to existing systems.
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